
Writer-in-Residence Programme
2023 Paisley Book Festival

Following two successful years of the Writer-in-Residence position, we
are pleased to once again be inviting submissions from an experienced
writer to be our Writer-in-Residence for the 2023 Paisley Book Festival.

The Writer in Residence at the Paisley Book Festival presents an

opportunity for a mid-career writer to engage creatively with the festivals’

remit, programme and themes, and to use their skills and experience to

support the work and passions of local reading and writing groups. One of

the main aims of this role is to work with local communities and help us

reach wider audiences.

The 2023 Festival will take place from Friday 17th – Saturday 25th
February 2023 and is funded by Renfrewshire Council, Future Paisley and

Creative Scotland. The Festival and its associated programmes are

delivered in partnership with OneRen as part of Future Paisley.

About the Paisley Book Festival

The Paisley Book Festival is a platform for the celebration of books, reading

and writing in Paisley over the course of 9 days. It is a festival with creativity

and innovation at the heart of its programming, seeking to showcase some of
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the best and most diverse voices being published today in Scotland and

beyond. In 2020, the inaugural festival was inspired by the actions of the 1820

Paisley Radicals, celebrating Paisley as a place where people value their

unique rich history, and featured names such as Jackie Kay, John Byrne,

Kirsty Wark, Janice Galloway, and the Fun Lovin’ Crime Writers. In 2021, with

the theme Radical New Futures, the festival continued to focus on grassroots

rebellion, revolution and activism, but also celebrated resilience, as we found

ourselves responding to the impact of the COVID-19 crisis and making the

shift to being a completely digital Festival. The Festival returned in 2022 with a

blended approach of live and digital events and celebrated Scotland’s Year of

Stories with the theme “Stories Mak Us”.

The Festival is now entering its fourth year having quickly established itself as

a key event in Scotland and the UK’s literary calendar. The core programme

has developed a reputation as a platform for radical voices and rebellious

writers, an opportunity for audiences to engage with a diverse array of ideas

and discourse. It seeks to remain socially engaged and responsive to the

times we live in.

The Paisley Book Festival is part of the Green Arts Initiative and more

information about our sustainability practices is available here.

What is expected from the Writer-in-Residence
The Writer-in-Residence will be contracted on a part-time fixed term contract

for 5 months, from Monday 3rd October 2022 until Monday 6th March
2023, with an expected commitment of approximately 35 days applied based

on the needs of the Festival and those of the successful candidate. The role

will prioritise smart working and flexibility. The work of the

Writer-in-Residence should complement the Festival’s outcomes:
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• To raise the profile of Paisley and Renfrewshire as a place where

inspiring cultural events happen

• To increase visitor numbers to Paisley

• To inspire more people to engage with the written and spoken word,

particularly those with barriers to accessing culture

• To develop the careers of local and national writers

We envisage this work taking place in two phases:

Phase 1 - Engage

October - December 2022

This will be a connection and engagement phase, with some creative

response and event curation included. This will be supported by the Festival

Producer, Festival Programmer, and the Outreach Worker in the OneRen Arts

Team. The Writer-in-Residence will establish contact with local groups,

interrogating the Festival’s theme and connecting this process with their

creative practice. This will likely involve hosting workshops with communities

and organisations in Paisley and around Renfrewshire.

We expect the WiR to work with local book and creative writing groups, the

Renfrewshire Writers’ Forum, as well as several other non-book related third

sector organisations and community groups. The Outreach Work in the Arts

Team will support the WiR with identifying and connecting with key groups and

demographics for engagement and reconnecting with the groups and partners

that engaged with the programme in 2021 and 2022 in order to strengthen

those relationships and maintain an ongoing dialogue that ensures they feel

invested in the Festival. The key goal here is quality, not quantity. The

engagement phase doesn’t need to make connections with hundreds of

individuals, so long as the contact that is made is meaningful in a measurable
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way.

Further to this, we would look for the WiR to work with the Festival Producer

and Programmer to curate 3-4 events for the main Festival programme, one

of which would be showcasing the work accomplished over the course of the

workshops with groups.

Phase 2 – Create

January - February 2023

This will be about using the workshops and the work done with local groups to

construct a creative response inspired by Paisley and the local people, as well

as the Book Festival theme (not yet publicly announced).

The creative response should in some way centre the writer-in-residences

own creative practice and weave in the ideas they want to interrogate in

response to the brief.

We expect the WiR to be present at the Book Festival and to host or chair the

live events curated by them. We expect the WiR to have a role chairing and

hosting Paisley Book Festival events in a digital context, so a familiarity with

digital technologies is preferable.

The role in detail

● To engage with communities who are outside of our customer base and

those in outlying neighbourhoods. The WiR will be expected to engage

local communities, working with a range of writing and book groups, as

well as youth groups that are based in Renfrewshire. There might be

particular groups the OneRen Arts Team have in mind but this is
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something for further research and discussion whilst in post.

● To develop work/writing with groups that can be shared and celebrated

as part of the Book Festival. The WiR will be expected to produce a
work of their own based on or arising out of the residency. There is

no limit or rules around what this needs to look like or how it can be

published. Ideas for this can be discussed at the Festival Producer and

there is nominal budget to help deliver on the creative response that sits

separately from the WiR fee, if required.

● To curate a number of events during the Book Festival. The WiR will be

expected to deliver a range of programmes and events, approximately

10 - 15 workshops in the lead up to and up to 3 events during Paisley

Book Festival. The budget to support curating these events during the

Festival is separate from the WiR fee.

● To write their own response to the theme. This residency is open to all

forms of writing including, but not limited to, prose, poetry, playwriting,

screenwriting, spoken work, writing for children, and genre writing, as

long as it is clearly inspired and influenced by Paisley and the Book

Festival theme.

● To be a spokesperson for the Festival, to carry the Festival’s positive

message, and to be available to talk to stakeholders and partners about

the Festival if required.

● The WiR will have more of a presence during the 9 days of the Paisley

Book Festival, as a spokesperson. The WiR will also act as an

ambassador for the festival, which may include (although not limited

only to) hosting, promotion, and talking to media (during and in the lead

up to the Festival).

Fee
The Writer-in-Residence will be paid a set fee of £10,000 for the residency,

paid in monthly instalments of £2000 on receipt of invoice. Equates to a
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daily rate of approximately £286 for 35 days.

Reasonable expenses for travel, accommodation if necessary, and any

additional required resources to deliver each phase of the programme will

be provided on top of this fee. This fee has been calculated based on the

following parameters:

● Based on the Scottish Artists Union recommended minimum day rate

of £264 (8 hours) for artists of 3+ years experience.

● An approximate 8% increase has been applied onto the

recommended minimum day rate to reflect artist value and

awareness of the cost of living crisis.

How to Apply

Writers must have a proven track record in their field as well as a history of

community engagement and of delivering workshops. Please submit the

following in proposal format (Word or PDF) via email:

● your personal details (name / address / email / phone number

● A statement of your relevant experience and publication history (300

words) or an up-to-date CV (should include publications, awards.

workshops/ classes facilitated, etc)

● Your reasons for applying and how you envisage the

Writer-in-Residence position will support your development (500 words).

● How you would approach the residency; thoughts on how to engage

with the the local community, ideas of work that could be produced (500

words)

● Your approach to issues related to diversity, inclusion and access in the

work you do (300 words)
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● A sample of your writing. Your writing sample can be from a previously

published piece of work, a work in progress, or a combination of both.

(up to 3,500 words of prose, 12 pages of poetry or 15 pages of script).

Submit this material to OneRen_arts@renfrewshire.gov.uk by Wednesday
31st August 2022 at 12 noon. Late applications will not be accepted.

Shortlisting will take place w/c 5th September 2022 and shortlisted

candidates will be asked to attend a short and informal interview process

w/c 12th September prior to appointment on 3rd October 2022.

Assessment
The proposals will be assessed by members of the Paisley Book Festival

Steering Group: Arts Manager (OneRen) / Festival Producer / Festival
Programmer

Candidates will be assessed on the following eligibility criteria:
● You are an established professional writer; examples of the kind of writer you

can include but are not necessarily limited to, novelist, short stories, poet,
illustrator, storyteller, playwright, screenwriter, spoken word artist. comic
maker.

● You can demonstrate a clear track record as a professional writer. For
example; published and / or performed works.

● To contextualise your understanding of demonstrating your track record,
please refer to the eligibility criteria for the Live Literature directory specific to
your discipline created by the Scottish Book Trust (you don't have to be on it,
only meet the criteria)

● A demonstrable understanding of the approach to working with community
groups and third sector organisations who haven’t engaged in creative activity
before.

● Demonstrable organisational and planning skills.
● You are based in Scotland.

If you have any questions or queries regarding this opportunity, please contact
OneRen_arts@renfrewshire.gov.uk and your enquiry will be passed onto the Festival
Producer.
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This opportunity has been made possible through support from:
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